GIFTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT:

MEANING

1. The gifts correspond in the order of grace to our natural instincts of mind and will.
2. The gifts provide supernatural help:
   - Wisdom against folly
   - Understanding against dullness
   - Knowledge against ignorance
   - Counsel against rashness
   - Fortitude against fears
   - Piety against hardness of heart
   - Fear of God against pride

3. The gifts are supernatural reflexes or reactive instincts that spontaneously answer to the divine impulses of God's grace, when God sends us spiritual illuminations for the mind and inspirations for the will.

ANALYSIS

EXPLANATION

I. Wisdom: First of the gifts, highest in dignity, makes the soul responsive to the Spirit in the contemplation of divine things.
II. Understanding: Enlightens the mind to grasp revealed truths easily and profoundly. Gives insight into the meaning of what we believe.
III. Knowledge: Enables us to judge everything from a supernatural viewpoint. Helps us pass immediate judgment on creatures.
IV. Counsel: Affects the virtue of prudence. Enlightens us how to Decide here and now — first for ourselves and then for others.
V. Fortitude: Goes beyond the virtue in carrying to successful conclusion even the most difficult tasks. Two forms:
   - Courage to undertake difficult labors for God
   - Courage to undergo the suffering experienced in serving God.
VI. Piety: Supplements justice in showing reverence for God and honor to others as representing God.
VII. Fear of the Lord: Filial fear of offending a loving God. Enables us to control and elevate all lesser fears.